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Chapter 1473 

Adie looked at Stefan solemnly. “My mommy might be in trouble because even though she couldn’t do 

video calls, she could still make voice calls. I don’t think she’s being controlled by someone, and I’ve 

already found her location… but I can’t save her. I need your help.” “What?” Anxiety seized Stefan when 

he recalled that Renee’s last location had been in Jovan’s manor. He clenched his fists, ashamed at 

himself for thinking that she had been on a date with Jovan when there was clearly something more 

sinister at hand. If she wasn’t in trouble, she would have surely had a video call with her children. “Stop 

daydreaming. Are you going to help or not? If you can’t, I’m going to call the cops and ask them for 

help.” Adie had regarded Stefan as his last resort, and he could only call the cops if Stefan refused to 

help. However, he knew that the cops would be very slow, and they would definitely ask for evidence. In 

fact, the cops might not even take him seriously since he was just a child. It would waste too much time. 

“I’ll go with you.” Stefan immediately pushed the blanket aside to get out of bed. “No way! You haven’t 

recovered yet, so you’d better not move… Just ask your men to save my you might get into trouble 

before we even reach there, ” Adie scolded Stefan as he pushed him back down onto the bed. “Oh… 

Okay.” Stefan’s brain injury had yet to heal, and the stitches from the surgery could tear open at any 

time. Also, he wasn’t allowed to tire himself during his recovery, or the consequences would be 

unimaginable. Although he was worried about Renee, he knew that he couldn’t act impulsively. “Elijah!” 

Stefan called out in a shaky voice, sounding frail and weak. 

Elijah immediately entered the ward. “What’s the matter, Mr. Hunt?” He glanced at Adie, then turned to 

Stefan and asked carefully, “How are you feeling now? Do you… remember who this kid is?” Stefan 

rolled his eyes and scoffed, “Of course! He’s my son!” “Oh, that’s great!” Elijah said happily. Owen must 

really be very skilled since Stefan had regained his memories. Additionally, Stefan also looked a lot 

calmer. “Renee… might be in danger. I need you to get some men to go to Jovan and ask for her,” Stefan 

ordered. “She’s in danger?” Elijah blinked in confusion and muttered,” But didn’t you call her before the 

surgery? She might be on a date with Jovan, so wouldn’t it be inappropriate for us to just barge in on 

them?” Elijah was feeling conflicted at this sudden development. On one hand, it was nice to see the 

couple back together. On the other hand, Elijah was afraid of the dangers that were sure to come if they 

got together again. As an outsider, it was really quite exhausting to watch those two… “Cut the crap and 

go, or I’ll go on my own,” Stefan growled icily. 
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